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Structure of a Teacher’s Book unit
The Teacher’s Book provides all of the support you need for planning and delivering your lessons,
as well as for assessing students’ knowledge at the end of each term and at the end of the year.
In each unit you will find:
Spain’s natural environment
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1. Linguistic competence (*)
1.1. Communicate simple messages, verbally and in writing.

3, 4, 5, 6

19, 25, 31, 35, 40, 41

1.2. Speak, listen and participate in dialogue and debate in an organised and clear manner.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

9, 17, 25, 31, 35, 40, 41
RA: 10, 11

1.3. Apply language usage rules, as well as linguistic and non-linguistic skills, when
communicating.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

4, 9, 17, 25, 28, 30, 31, 35, 40, 41
RA: 10, 11

1.4. Communicate thoughts, emotions, life experiences, opinions, ideas, and ethical and critical
judgements in a coherent way.

2, 3, 4, 6

RA: 10, 11

1.5. Use specific vocabulary from each subject area to enrich one’s language.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

3, 4, 6, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 24, 26, 29, 34,
35, 37, 38, 39, 40 - RA: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9

1.6. Apply the actions that define linguistic communication (listening, speaking, reading
and writing) to specific purposes.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

1, 9, 17, 24, 26, 39, 40
RA: 1, 9

1.8. Compose and manipulate different kinds of texts with different communicative and creative
purposes.

3, 4, 7

19
RA: 7

1.9. Use language as a tool for the peaceful resolution of conflict, avoiding the use of derogatory
words and sexist and discriminatory expressions.

2, 3, 4, 6

RA: 10, 11

Concepts

1.10. Communicate and enter into dialogue with those around one, with the aim of establishing
links and building constructive relationships.

쮿 Spain’s geographical location.

3. Competence in knowledge and interaction with the physical world

Objectives
1 Identify the territories of Spain.
2 Learn about the main relief and rivers of Spain.
3 Differentiate Spain’s various climate types.
4 Recognise the main features of Spain’s various natural landscapes.
5 Identify the natural hazards that affect Spain.
6 Learn about Spain’s environmental problems. Understand their impact and value positively
the measures taken to resolve them.
7 Obtain geographical information through the analysis of different sources.

Contents

쮿 Spain’s relief and rivers.
쮿 Spain’s climate and natural landscapes.
쮿 Spain’s natural hazards and environmental problems.

Procedures
쮿 Locate physical features on maps.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

9, 17, 25, 31, 35, 40, 41
RA: 10, 11

3.2. Develop the skills of orientation, localisation, observation and interpretation of real
and represented spaces and landscapes.

1, 2, 7

1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 16

3.3. Analyse the effect of human activity on natural spaces and resources, both in terms of the
problems which it sometimes causes, and of the measures which are taken to protect and care
for the environment.

6, 7

28, 33, 34, 35, 39, 40, 41
RA:4,11

쮿 Analyse and interpret text and graphs.

5. Data processing and digital competence

쮿 Identify images.

5.1. Search for, find and process information from direct and indirect observation of reality,
and from written, graphic and audiovisual sources.

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7

1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 24, 30, 33
RA: 1, 4, 9

쮿 Discuss.

5.2. Establish criteria for selecting information from different sources objectively.

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32,
34, 39 - RA: 6, 8, 9

5.4. Understand and interpret icons, symbols and other ways of representing information,
especially those relating to maps and images.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7

Attitudes

1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 21, 23, 36, 37
RA: 3,5, 7

쮿 Demonstrate an interest in learning about Spain’s physical environment.

6. Mathematical competence
6.2. Apply simple operations, scales, percentages, proportions and statistical concepts to aspects
of reality which can be described quantatively.

1

8

6.3. Make use of numerical and graphical scales, systems of reference, recognition of geometrical
shapes and measurement criteria. Codify information numerically and represent it graphically.

1, 3

2, 18

7.2. Gain knowledge of different information sources and how to use them through the collection,
classification and analysis of information obtained from different media.

3, 4

25

7.3. Develop strategies for thinking, organising, memorising, and retrieving information, such as
summaries, diagrams and mind maps.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Unit Summary
RA: 2

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

9, 17, 31, 35, 40, 41
RA: 10, 11

쮿 Summarise information and represent it in diagrammatic form.
쮿 Obtain geographical information from direct observation of the environment.

쮿 Learn to behave responsibly when faced with adverse weather conditions and natural
hazards.
쮿 Refrain from any action which might damage the environment.
쮿 Appreciate the measures and initiatives taken to protect nature.

쮿 A programme of study, which gives a complete
overview of the subject objectives and assessment
criteria, as well as of the concepts, procedures and
attitudes that will be covered in the unit.

S

ACTIVITIES

쮿 A table of basic competences, which indicates the
basic competences and assessment criteria covered.

7. Learning to learn

8. Autonomy and personal initiative
8.2. Take part in debates, and undertake individual and group work activities which involve
thinking, analysing, planning, carrying out and reviewing the work and drawing conclusions.

Spain’s natural environment
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RA: Revision activities
*All the sub-competences detailed in this section are developed using English as the common language,
which will allow pupils to communicate with an increasing degree of skill in the foreign language.

Spain’s natural environment
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Nouns

Verbs

survive, find (is/are found),
compare

2. Climate and natural
landscapes

autumn, bear, beech, bush,
cork oak, fauna, fir tree, forest,
fox, grassland, hare, holm oak,
imperial eagle, laurisilva,
lavender, leaf (pl. leaves), lynx,
moorland, mountain goat,
oak, otter, pigeon, pine tree,
rabbit, rainfall, scrubland,
thyme, vulture, wolf

cause, create, damage,
encourage, happen, improve,
melt, increase, modernise,
occur, prevent, protect,
recycle, reuse

3. Natural hazards and
environmental problems

agriculture, cold snap, crop,
damage, deforestation,
desertification, drought,
earthquake, environment,
erosion, factory, fertilizer,
forest fire, flood, gas, goods,
ice, industry, irrigation,
national park, pesticide,
(over)grazing, pollution,
power station, property,
region, snow, transport,
tremor, volcanic eruption,
waste
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쮿 An overview of the key vocabulary (nouns, verbs
and adjectives) and language structures covered
in the unit.

Adjectives

consist of, divide, flow,
include, occupy, work out

1. Location, relief
and rivers

amount, beach, border, cliff,
coast, coastline, flow,
hemisphere, island, latitude,
longitude, mainland,
mountain range, ocean, peak,
peninsula, plateau, sea,
territory, tributary, valley,
volcano
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east, high, irregular, long, low,
main, navigable, north,
north-east, north-west,
regular, rocky, sandy, short,
south, south-east, south-west,
west
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1. Location, relief and rivers
pages 86/88
1.1. Geographical location
page 86

Alpine, Atlantic, abundant,
coastal, cold, cool, deciduous,
endemic, evergreen, hot,
inland, Mediterranean, mild,
oceanic, scarce, subtropical,
temperate, warm

1.2. Relief
pages 87/88

Activities
page 89

쮿 A unit summary, which provides a schematic
overview of the structure of the unit and the topics
covered in it. It also includes cross-references
to relevant worksheets for each section.

1.3. Rivers
page 88

Photocopiable resources 1 (R), 2 (R)

atmospheric, public, rare,
serious

2. Climate and natural landscapes
pages 90/92
2.1. Climate
page 90

Activities

2.2. Natural landscapes

page 93

pages 91/92

Photocopiable resources 3 (E)
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3. Natural hazards and
environmental problems
pages 94/96
3.1. Natural hazards

쮿 ‘Wh’ questions: What type of vegetation is there? Where does thyme grow?

page 94

쮿 Verb to be: Cabo Ortegal is in the north-west. Earthquakes are rare in Spain.

Activities

쮿 Verb to be like: What is the Mediterranean inland climate like?

3.2. Environmental problems

page 97

page 95

쮿 Present simple: The Canary Islands consist of seven islands.
쮿 Present continuous: What is Spain doing to protect the environment?

3.3. Protecting the environment

쮿 Present passive: The Meseta is divided into two regions. Deciduous forest are found in areas with an
Oceanic climate.

page 96

Photocopiable resources 4 (R)

쮿 Comparatives: The Tajo is longer than the Nalón. Summers are cooler in Santander than in Valladolid.
쮿 Superlatives: Teide is the highest peak in Spain.
쮿 Present perfect: I’ve been to a National Park.
쮿 Modal verbs: You mustn’t feed the animals. You can have a picnic.

Revision activities
pages 98/99

쮿 Imperatives: Don’t run or jump on ice.

Assessment (R)
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Unit summary

R  Reinforcement
E  Extension

page 100
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쮿 A complete set of answers to the exercises in the
Student’s Book, including transcripts for all of the
listening activities.

Y

Page 85
TRANSCRIPT
In this unit, you’ll learn more about Spain’s natural landscapes. First, we’ll identify where
our country is situated. Then we’ll analyse Spain’s relief, climate and natural landscapes.
Finally, we’ll look at the different natural hazards and environmental problems which
affect Spain and see what steps have been taken to protect the natural environment.

1. Location, relief and rivers

Page 86


Listen to the names of the countries and say which ones share a border with Spain.
TRANSCRIPT
Italy, France, Morocco, Andorra, Germany, Portugal.
France, Morocco, Andorra, Portugal.

 Use a ruler and the map above to work out the distance in kilometres between the
Punta de Estaca de Bares and the Cabo de Creus. The scale bar on the map will help
you work out your answer.

a) Cabo Ortegal is in the north-west.
b) Cabo de Gata is in the south-east.
c) Golfo de Vizcaya is in the north.

50º

40º

30º

20º

10º

0º

10º

20º
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LOCATION OF SPAIN
60º

30º

40º

60º

50º

7

d) Golfo de Cádiz is in the south-west.

Page 89
N
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0
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Listen, repeat and, in your exercise book, underline the stressed syllables.
TRANSCRIPT

1 000 km

Mediterranean, Atlantic, peninsula, hemisphere, kilometre.

1 :28 204 000

a) Mediterranean
b) Atlantic
c) peninsula

North Sea
5

ATLANTIC OCEAN

d) hemisphere
e) kilometre
 Copy and complete the sentences in your exercise book.

40º

a) The Canary Islands are in the Atlantic Ocean.

C. Touriñan

Punta de
Estaca de Bares

b) The Balearic Islands are in the Mediterranean Sea.
 a) Copy the compass into your exercise book. Then add these compass points: north,
south, east, west, north-east, north-west, south-east, south-west.

FRANCE
ANDORRA

PORTUGAL

Iberian
Peninsula

Black Sea

North

4

C. de Creus

30º

Isleta de Tarifa
Canary
Islands

Balearic
Islands

Ceuta

North-west

North-east

South-west

South-east

Melilla
MOROCCO

Mediterranean Sea

895 km.

3

West

East

Page 87
 Find the places listed below on the map. Then use compass directions (such as
south-west or north-east) to say where they are.

South

Example: Cabo Ortegal is in the north-west.
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TEST

Assessment

Name

6

Surname(s)

Year and group

Date

Grade

a) The rivers of the Cantabrian vertiente:

쮿 The common vegetation in deciduous forests
is holm oak and cork oak trees.

쮿 False. Drought especially affects the southern and eastern part of the Iberian Peninsula.
쮿 True.

씲 are short and the flow is irregular.


씲 are short and the flow is regular.

쮿 The Picos de Europa, Doñana and Garajonay
are some of Spain’s national parks.

Laurisilva

b) The Mediterranean inland climate has:
씲 warm temperatures all year round and
scarce rainfall.

 Draw arrows to match the vegetation and fauna
with the type of climate.

씲 mild winters, hot summers and abundant
rainfall.

Laurisilva

씲 cold winters, hot summers and scarce
rainfall.

Fox

Oceanic climate

Mountain goat

Mediterranean climate

Cork tree

Subtropical climate

Fox

Oceanic climate

Mountain goat

Mediterranean climate

Cork tree

Subtropical climate

Beech tree

Alpine climate

Rabbit
 a) The rivers of the Cantabrian vertiente are short and the flow is regular.

 Locate these places on the map of Spain.

b) The Mediterranean inland climate has cold winters, hot summers and scarce rainfall.

a) The mountains surrounding the Meseta.

 Check the answers on the maps in section 1 of the Student’s Book.

b) The rivers of the Mediterranean vertiente.

Alpine climate

Topic and language assessment sheets for each
unit and term, with answers.

 쮿 False. The vegetation in deciduous forests is beech trees, oak, moorland and grassland.

씲 are long and the flow is irregular.

쮿 Drought especially affects the Spanish
Cantabrian coast.

Beech tree

Answers

 Choose the correct answer.

 Are the following sentences true (T) or false (F):

TEST

Assessment

c) The Ebro and Guadalquivir river valleys.

Rabbit
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REINFORCEMENT

1. Spain’s physical environment
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1. Spain’s physical environment

1

42°

7
2

Answers
 1. Miño. 2. Duero. 3. Tajo. 4. Guadiana. 5. Guadalquivir. 6. Nervión. 7. Ebro. 8. Turia. 9. Júcar. 10. Segura.

40°

40°
3

8
9

 Check the answer on the map showing the relief of Spain in this unit. The following should be labelled: Cordillera Cantábrica,
Macizo Galaico-Leonés, Pyrenees, Sistema Central, Sistema Ibérico, Cordilleras Costero-Catalanas, Montes de Toledo,
Sierra Morena and Sistemas Béticos.
 Tenerife, Ibiza, Fuerteventura and Mallorca.

4

38°

 Check the answer on the map showing the relief of Spain in this unit. The Atlantic Ocean, Cantabrian Sea and Mediterranean
Sea should be labelled.

Reinforcement and extension worksheets which
have been specifically developed to accompany this
course. All worksheets are accompanied by a
complete answer key.

38°

10
5

36°

36°
36°

18°

14°

16°

34°

28°

Activities
 Write on the map the names of the rivers that are marked with numbers.
 Write in the appropriate places on the map the names of the main oceans and seas that surround
Spain’s coast.
 Write on the map the names of the main mountain ranges in Spain.
 Put the syllables together to find the names of four Spanish islands.

–VEN–

–RI–

–TE–

–CA
–NE–

I–
–LLOR–

–ZA

–FE
TE–

–RA
FUER–

–TU–

–BI–

MA–
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Competence assessment

116
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GEOGRAPHY SECTION: UNITS 16
 Read the text, look at the photo and answer the questions.
The Earth is a planet in the solar system. Its distance from the Sun means that there is liquid water on
Earth. If the Earth were nearer the Sun, the water would evaporate. If it were further away, it would always
be frozen. The Earth is surrounded by the atmosphere, which contains oxygen and stops the all the solar
radiation reaching the Earth’s surface. The presence of water in liquid state (rivers, oceans, etc.) and of the
atmosphere, enabled life to develop on Earth.
M. ALLABY
Children’s Encyclopedia of the Earth
Five Mile Press (adapted)

Competence assessment
GEOGRAPHY SECTION: UNITS 16
 Read the text, look at the photo and answer the questions.
The Earth is a planet in the solar system. Its distance from the Sun means that there is
liquid water on Earth. If the Earth were nearer the Sun, the water would evaporate. If it
were further away, it would always be frozen. The Earth is surrounded by the atmosphere,
which contains oxygen and stops the all the solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface.
The presence of water in liquid state (rivers, oceans, etc.) and of the atmosphere, enabled
life to develop on Earth.
M. ALLABY
Children’s Encyclopedia of Earth
Five Mile Press (adapted)

The Earth seen from space
a) Find the mistake in the following sentences.
쮿 The Earth is part of the polar system.
쮿 If the Earth were nearer the Sun, water would always be frozen.
쮿 The atmosphere is inside the Earth.
쮿 There is life on Earth thanks to the presence of ice and heat.
b) What are the main colours we can see in the image of Earth seen from space?
The Earth seen from space

 Look at the information in the table and complete the sentences.
Area (million km²)

Average depth (m)

Length of coastline (km)

20.3

4 500

17 968

14.1

Arctic

1 430

45 389

76.8

3 605

111 866

Indian

68.6

3 854

66 526

Pacific

155.6

4 001

135 663

Atlantic

쮿 The largest ocean is the

, and the deepest is the

쮿 The oceans have a total area of
쮿 The Antarctic Ocean is

쮿 The Earth is part of the polar system.
The Earth is part of the solar system.
쮿 If the Earth were nearer the Sun, water would always be frozen.
If the Earth were nearer the Sun, water would evaporate.
쮿 The atmosphere is inside the Earth.
The atmosphere surrounds the Earth.
쮿 There is life on Earth thanks to the presence of ice and heat.
There is life on Earth thanks to the existence of water in a liquid state and
the atmosphere.

.

b) What are the main colours we can see the image of Earth seen from space?

million km².
and

Correct response: 2. Incorrect response: 0
than the Arctic Ocean.

쮿 The ocean with the most kilometres of coastline is the
쮿 The total length of the coastline is

124

a) Find the mistake in the following sentences.

Ocean
Antarctic

Social Sciences ESO 1
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A N D S U B CO M P E T E N C E S

5. Data processing and digital competence
5.1. Search for, find and process information from direct and indirect observation of reality, and from written,
graphic and audiovisual sources.
5.2. Establish criteria for selecting information from different sources objectively.
5.4. Understand and interpret icons, symbols and other ways of representing information, especially those
relating to maps and images.

.
km.
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The main colours are blue and white.

CO M P E T E N C E S

Competence assessments for each term or content
block. These assessments develop and evaluate
students’ progress in the prescribed basic
competences. A complete answer key is provided
for each one.

